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Juxtaposing some images made by the
Huygens probe near the surface of
Titan [1] and the photos of a mud
volcano region on the Earth (Kerch and
Taman peninsulas, the Crimea and the
Caucasus, accordingly; this volcano
region has been studied in [2] and
others)
reveals
similarity
of
geomorphologic features. Therefore,
we put forward a hypothesis about
existence of the mud-volcano activity
on Titan. The liquid methane of Titan
can manifest itself in producing it,
instead of methane gas producing this
activity on the Earth. For Titan, gas
gydrates (gydrates of hydrocarbon
gases) and water ice are the analog
with the earthly clay breccia. Note, in
accordance with [3], that gas gydrates
are stable at the P-T condition known
for Titan. The mud-volcano activity
can explain: 1) general type of the
landscape about the Huygens probe
landing site on Titan; 2) the chain of
bright islands seen during descent to
the landing site, which can be marker

of a fault line; 3) the conic form of a
hill at the first plan of the image taken
from an altitude of 8 km; 4) the
rounded pebble-like form of the small
blocks on the surface of Titan
(compare similar form of blocks seen
on the surface of Venus [4]); 5) the
presence of solitary long white strips,
each of which diverges at one of the
ends (the methan wind can bring this
picture into existence by extending
matter of volcano-eruption pollution).
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